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� Transient model of solar aluminium recycling plant has been developed and validated.
� Transient behaviour of a solar rotary kiln smelting furnace has been simulated.
� A case study for a stand-alone plant operated at El Paso, Texas was performed.
� Simulation provided an overall plant efficiency of 52%.
� A maximum daily efficiency of 72% was found if solar conditions are very good.
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a b s t r a c t

The German Aerospace Center has developed a process concept for the solar thermal recycling of solid
residues and waste materials in a commercial scale and applied this concept to the production of sec-
ondary aluminium. In this context a mathematical model for the simulation of the unsteady-state
behaviour of a solar heated rotary kiln has been developed, which is used to figure out the specifics of
the solar boundary conditions like intermittent insolation and at least one start-up period per day as well
as for process design purposes. This model is also capable to simulate hybrid and conventionally fossil
heated processes in rotary kilns.

The model was adapted and validated by recycling experiments using a rotary kiln in mini-plant scale
heated by a solar furnace. Subsequent experimental results were in good agreement with the data
predicted by the transient calculations. Taking this as a basis the model was applied to predict a possible
operation concept for a stand-alone plant operated solar-only at El Paso, Texas. An important step for
further design studies was the calculation of the overall efficiency and the number of cycles feasible at
representative days in such a plant. In a representative parameter studies the influence of geometrical
kiln parameters on the efficiency and cycle duration of the batch process was investigated.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The combustion of fossil fuels can be substituted by the appli-
cation of concentrated solar radiation not only in power generation
but also in chemical and metallurgical high temperature processes.
The feasibility of solar power generation in a technical scale using
central receiver systems for solar radiation has already been shown
[1]. Similar plant concepts are generally suitable also for furnace
based processes like the high temperature treatment of low
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calorific materials and metals. In this case a furnace is used as ra-
diation absorber and at the same time as reactor for the high
temperature process. One important high temperature application
is the recycling of aluminium, which delivers secondary aluminium,
a strongly demanded product with a still growing market due to its
use in the packing, the construction and especially the automotive
industry.

One important reactor type, widely used in industrial
aluminium recycling plants is the rotary kiln having high flexibility
towards throughput and towards the kind and the metal content of
the scrap. In conventionally heated kilns a natural gaseair or a
natural gaseoxygen burner is mounted in the front door closing the
reactor during the heating period. Even if the technology is in
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Nomenclature

A area, m2

c heat capacity, kJ/(kg K)
cp specific heat capacity, kJ/(kg K)
d diameter, m
Fij form factor, e
H enthalpy, J
_H enthalpy flow, J/s
h mass specific enthalpy, J/kg
h Planck constant, J s
L length, m
m mass, kg
_m mass flow, kg/s
_Q heat flow, J/s
_q heat flow density, J/(m2 s)
r radius, m
T temperature, K
t time, s
V volume, m3

Greek symbols
DT time length, min
a heat transfer coefficient, W/(m2 K)
ε emission ratio, e
hv efficiency, e
l heat conductivity, W/(m K)
r density, kg/m3

r reflection ratio, e
s StefaneBoltzmann-constant, W/(m2 K4)
F filling ratio, e
f form factor, e
J quell term, e
j filling angle, rad
u angular velocity, s�1

Subscripts
Al aluminium
b beginning
bO back opening
conv convection
e ending
fO front opening
G gas
i inside
out out coming
rd radiation
S salt
sol solar
tot total
uW unwetted wall
v losses
W wall
wW wetted wall
X general index for W, G, Al and S
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general established for many applications since several decades
recent development address different new aspects to improve
process performance related to heat transfer [2,3], energy con-
sumption [4,5], energy balance [6e8], material flow [9,10], mixing
effects [11], flue gas treatment [12,13] etc. For solar operation of a
rotary kiln an open aperture or a transparent window for intro-
ducing the radiation is needed [14e16].

Regarding solar application a rotary kiln has been proven to be a
suitable unit for use as a direct absorbing receiver reactor to pro-
vide high temperature process heat [17]. In the 500 kW scale tests
at the solar furnace in Odeillo, France, temperature levels up to
940 �C were achieved when heating sand as the heat carrier me-
dium. Beyond that rotary kilns are rather universal tools in high
temperature processes. Thus the results of the technology devel-
opment in solar thermal recycling of aluminiummay be diversified
and transferred to processes like pyrolysis, detoxification of filter
residues, metal containing dust and foundry sands, as well as the
production of iron oxide based pigments and the production of
cement or lime. Alonso and Romero give a comprehensive overview
on the options in terms of coupling solar radiation to the different
applications [18]. For example Meier et al. reported on the appli-
cation of a rotary kiln for solar lime productions, its experimental
proof by testing it in a solar furnace set-up [19e21] and by evalu-
ating the economic potential [22]. Roeb et al. analysed the use of a
rotary kiln for solar treatment of industrial residues and wastes
[23], Navarro et al. did such analysis for wastes from mining [24].
Yilmazoglu et al. [25] analysed a solar assisted rotary coal dryer in
terms of exergy, economy and environment. Bathen et al. compared
different receiver and furnace technologies for solar aluminium
melting and recycling [26]. Ahmad et al. even extended such con-
cepts towards much higher temperatures allowing the melting of
glass [27]. Neises, Tescari et al. investigated the use of a solar heated
rotary kiln for metal oxide reduction experimentally [28] and by
numerical simulation [29,30].

To pave the path for a push of a solar technology for aluminium
recycling into the market the following items have to be done:
demonstration of technical feasibility in laboratory and pilot scale,
concepts for industrial realisation of the technologies, assured
predictions about feasibility in industrial scale, market and eco-
nomic analysis as well as system integration.

An important instrument for the preparation and backing of the
step from a mini-plant operation to the start-up of a pilot or even
commercial sized plant is the use of simulation models. Compared
to fossil or electrically heated kilns the solar heating of a kiln will
bring about exceptional and uncommon operation conditions due
to alternating insolation, which requires at least one start-up and
one shut-down period per day. Beyond that the operation of the
plant is batchwise. Therefore a mathematical model is necessary
which allows to investigate the transient thermal behaviour of the
process and to support the design of solar heated rotary kilns. The
set-up, test, and application of such a model were task and objec-
tive of our investigations which are described in the following.

2. Process and plant

The classical remelting process for secondary aluminium pro-
duction includes the melting of contaminated aluminium scrap in a
conventionally fossil heated rotary kiln. The tasks of the kiln are
melting and conditioning of the scrap and at the same time phase
separation. For that purpose the kiln is being rotated and the scrap in
the kiln is covered by a salt fluxwhich typically is a mixture of NaCl,
KCl and CaF2. The flux has three main functions: a) prevention of
oxidation of themolten aluminium by atmospheric oxygenwhich is
sucked trough the kiln, b) support of the phase separation of
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aluminiumand aluminiumoxide and c) absorptionof contaminants.
The amount of the salt in process depends on the grade of decon-
tamination of the scrap. For the heating natural gaseair or natural
gaseoxygen burners mounted in the furnace door are applied.

The operation is batchwise. One furnace campaign includes
different process steps: These are a) charging of scrap and flux, b)
heating andmelting, and c) discharging of aluminium smelting and
slag. Only during step b the supply of heat is needed, during
charging and discharging the furnace door is open and the burner is
switched off. A model capable of describing the whole process has
to take into account all these different steps.

Beside excess combustion air and false air the furnace atmo-
sphere contains combustion gases like CO2, CO and partially oxi-
dised organics, HCl, and solid particles of Al2O3, spray of molten
aluminium and flux. This atmosphere is sucked as flue-gas through
the exhaust pipe, the components are separated and cleaned by
filtration methods.

Rotary kilns are well suitable for being directly heated by
concentrated solar radiation instead of fossil firing. In a solar
application the kiln is used as a receiver-reactor: as a reactor for the
remelting of aluminium scrap and at the same time as receiver
absorbing the sunlight. First steps to develop the technology
needed for that solar application were carried out at the DLR in
Cologne. Therefore a mini-plant for solar aluminium recycling was
constructed and operated to investigate the process behaviour and
demonstrate the feasibility of the process [31]. The design of the
plant has been continuously optimised. The heart of the mini-plant
is a rotary kiln directly irradiated by concentrated solar radiation
entering the reactor through a circular front opening (Fig. 1). The
redirection and concentration of the solar radiation is done by a
solar furnace in Cologne. The capacity of the rotary kiln is one to
2 kg of aluminium plus additional salt flux, which is charged
through the front opening into a SiSiC-crucible. The focus of the
solar furnace is located right in the aperture of the kiln, thus
maximising the solar power input. The kiln is mounted on a tiltable
frame allowing the discharge of moltenmetal and slag intomoulds.

For the prevention of gaseous emissions through the front
opening and for the combustion of organic components a slight
stream of air is sucked through the reactor. The flue-gas which is
generated during the process is piped through a heated exhaust gas
line made of stainless steel and cleaned in a two-step washer. The
temperatures at seven positions in the kiln and the exhaust-gas
temperature are measured and telemetrically transferred to a
data acquisition system. Gaseous components like CO2, CO, and
organic compounds in the flue-gas are measured online. Solid
components in the flue gas can be determined by isokinetic probing
and spectroscopic methods.

The operation of the solar process is analogue to the conven-
tional process. The procedure runs as follows: First, the melting salt
is charged and heated to 700e800 �C. Afterwards the irradiation is
Fig. 1. Scheme of the mi
interrupted and the scrap is charged into the molten salt. In the
mini-plant rotary kiln manual stirring is needed in order to prevent
that the shredded scrap remains on the surface of the salt smelting.
Complete coverage of the scrap minimises oxidation losses.
Thereafter the mixture is irradiated and heated again. Finally the
molten aluminium and the salt slag are discharged into moulds.
Salt and aluminium are separated after solidification. The usual
fraction of salt in the conventional process is 30e50 percent related
to the scrap charge. A higher fraction of salt, 50e100%, was chosen
in the solar experiments in the mini-plant. This was due to the
small amount of charged material related to the surface of the
crucible and due to the large specific surface of the shredded scrap.
A typical charge consisted of 0.5e1 kg UBC (shredded used
beverage cans) and 0.5e1 kg melting salt.

The test campaigns show that solar thermal recycling of
aluminium is feasible in a mini-plant scale and delivers a product of
sufficient quality which is comparable to conventionally produced
material.

A plant concept for the solar thermal recycling of aluminium in
industrial scale has been developed. To supply the large heat de-
mand of the melting process the solar thermal recycling plant has
been designed as central receiver system as shown in Fig. 2, mainly
consisting of the heliostat field, the receiver-reactor and the flue gas
treatment. Characteristic of the central receiver system is that
several individually alignedmirrors, so-called heliostats, reflect and
concentrate the direct beam solar energy toward a common fixed
focal area. The heliostats are realised as three-dimensional tracking
mirrors with a field efficiency of typically about 70%. The heliostat
field has to be optimised for the intended annual yield of secondary
aluminium at the special site of interest.

The receiver-reactor is realised as a rotary kiln with a total ca-
pacity of 8e20 t. For the design of the kiln two different approaches
are conceivable. In the first case the concentrated solar beam passes
an open receiver aperture, thus radiation preferentially heats the
refractory wall of the drum and a melt film adhering to that wall of
the kiln, whereas the bulk melt of the material to be treated is
effectively mixed due to the rotation. An alternative way is to use a
closed reactor system. In this case the solar radiation enters the kiln
trough an aperture closed by a transparent quartz glass window. In
the latter case a complete control on the furnace atmosphere is
achieved.

To avoid severe shadowing and blocking of the redirected
beam by adjacent heliostats, the focal zone has to be elevated
above the plane of the heliostats. Therefore the rotary kiln is
placed on top of a ramp having an optical height of about 20 m at
the aperture with reference to the heliostat field. Due to reliability
reasons the height has been restricted to the mentioned
maximum value. A significantly reduced exhaust gas stream and
less burning losses are the main advantages expected for the solar
recycling concept.
ni-plant rotary kiln.



Fig. 2. Scheme of a solar thermal recycling plant.
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3. Model

Due to the intermittence of solar radiation and due to the
discontinuity of the recycling process mathematical modelling and
computer-aided simulation is useful to improve the process
knowledge, to analyse the effects of process changes, to examine
the influence of alternating process conditions as well as to support
the scale-up and for example the design of control systems.
Therefore, a mathematical model for the simulation of the transient
behaviour of a solar heated rotary kiln has been developed.

The kiln model consists of unsteady state one-dimensional heat
transfer equations for each of the wall elements, dynamical energy
balances for the aluminium, the salt and gas hold-up and additional
equations for material properties and heat transfer [32]. As the
simulation tool used in this case is capable to solve only first order
differential equations in time, a finite difference scheme is applied
to the heat transfer equations of the wall elements in order to
resolve the space derivatives.

3.1. Model geometry

The components of the kiln model are presented in Fig. 3.
In this example the kiln is subdivided into three cells. The

middle cell can be duplicated if necessary to get a higher resolution
in this direction. Each cell contains models for the cylindrical wall,
the bed, and the gas. The first and the last cell include a front and a
back wall cover. Each cover has an opening: a front opening for
charging and as entrance for the concentrated solar radiation and a
smaller back opening enabling the suction of the exhaust gas. The
cylindrical wall is subdivided into two segments allowing for
different temperatures, a wall segment wetted by aluminium and
salt and awall segment in contact with the gas. Each wall is divided
into three layers in radial direction: the refractory, the ceramic
isolation, and the steel housing. The bed consists of two layers:
molten salt as the upper layer in contact with gas and aluminium as
the underlying layer.

3.2. Energy and mass balance

The considered mass flows of the gas, aluminium, and salt flux
of the simulation model are shown in Fig. 4. Each cell has incoming
and outgoing mass flow rates marked as _mX
in;i, _mX

out;i (X2 (G, S, Al))
representing the charging and discharging flow rates. Theymust be
provided by an input file as function of the time. Beside these
external flow rates, there are internal mixing flows for salt and
aluminium, _mX

i/iþ1, _mX
iþ1/i, which are model parameters. Due to

mass conservation these flow rates are paired and they are
considered to have the same values.

For the gas no backmixing flow is considered due to the constant
sucking through the kiln. The index i ¼ 1, …3 refers to the cell
number.

The following general Equation (1) for each of the three cells
describes the mass balance for aluminium, salt and gas. It needs to
be taken into consideration that the mass transfer in the middle
section occurs from both neighbouring sides due to mixing,
whereas the mixing the two outer sections receive mass transfer
from only one side.

vmX

vt
¼ _mX

in;i � _mX
out;i þ _mX

i�1/i � _mX
i/i�1 þ _mX

iþ1/i � _mX
i/iþ1

(1)
where

_mX
i�1/i ¼ _mX

i/i�1 ¼ 0 for i ¼ 1
mX

iþ1/i � _mX
i/iþ1 ¼ 0 for i ¼ 3:

Neglecting chemical reactions and using variable mass content
the energy balance may be written as:

vHX;i

vt
¼ _mX

in;i$hS;i�1 � _mX
out;i$hX;i � _mX

i/i�1$hX;i þ _mX
i�1/i$hX;i�1

þ _mX
iþ1/i$hX;iþ1 � _mS

i/iþ1$hX;i þ _Q
X
tot

(2)
The energy balance of the gas, the aluminium, and the salt for

each cell is considered transient as can be seen from Equation (2).
The sum of the heat fluxes consists of convective and radiative
losses and the solar source term _Q

X
sol.

_Q
X
tot ¼ _Q

X
conv þ _Q

X
rd þ _Q

X
sol (3)

The gas is assumed to not absorb any solar radiation and to
transport heat only by convection. Only the surface of the flux, the
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Fig. 3. Components of the kiln model for three cells.

Fig. 4. Considered mass flow in the rotary kiln model.
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back cover, and the unwetted wall of the interior of the kiln are
directly irradiated by the concentrated sunlight. The magnitude of
the solar heat flux considered in Equation (3) is assumed to be
dependent of the solar flux entering the kiln and of the geometrical
ratio of the surface been direct irradiated by concentrated sunlight
to the sum of all direct irradiated surfaces. The aluminium has only
a convective heat flux because it is covered by the salt. The tem-
perature of the aluminium, gas and salt in one single cell is inde-
pendent of the location and the pressure is constant. Heat absorbed
by the salt is transported by convection to both front and back cover
of the kiln, to the aluminium, and to the gas.

The radiative heat flux of each media participating in the radi-
ative interaction can be calculated by the following equation

_Q
X
rd ¼ � AX$εX

ð1� εXÞ
$
�
s$T4X � _qXa

�
(4)

For the heat flux due to convection applies the following com-
mon used equation

_Q
i;j
conv ¼ ai;j$Ai;j$

�
Tj � Ti

�
(5)

The heat transfer coefficients are variable. Generally for each
case the following function approach is been used
ai;j ¼ ai;jðRe; Pr;Nu;Geometry; l;uÞ (6)

In the case of the transfer from the gas to the salt, the function of
Gorog [33] has been used:

ai;j ¼ 0;4$
�
3600$ _mG

AG

�0;62

(7)

For the heat transfer from the gas to the walls the following
approach of Patisson [34] is used:

aG;uW ¼ 0;036$
lG

di
$Re0;8$Pr0;33$

�
di
L

�0;055

(8)

Non-stationary one dimensional heat conduction through each
wall segment is considered. Heat conduction through the walls and
the front and back cover is assumed to be one-dimensional and
perpendicular to the wall. The wall of the kiln consists of three
homogenous layers, each with four wall temperatures.

The temperature of the wall is variable in time and in the radial
direction. Furthermore the cylindrical kiln wall is divided into two
segments in order to distinguish between the wetted and den
unwetted part. The temperature field is calculated by Equation (9),
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which results from the first law of thermodynamics in combination
with Fourier's law of heat conduction [35].

r$c$
vT
vt

¼ VðlVTÞ þJ (9)

Heat sources inside the wall do not exist. Considering the
dependence in radial direction the equation modifies to:

r$c$
vT
vt

¼ 1
r

v

vr

�
r$l$

vT
vr

�
¼ v

vr

�
l$
vT
vr

�
þ l

r
vT
vr

(10)

The solution of this differential equation is raised by an explicit
difference method. The rotation of the kiln is included by consid-
ering additional enthalpy fluxes for each volume element (Fig. 5)
[36]:

vHW;i;j

vt
¼ _Q

W
i;in � _Q

W
i;out þ _H

W
j;in � _H

W
j;out (11)

The terms _Q
W
i;zu and _Q

W
i;ab consider the heat conduction in radial

direction, whereas the enthalpy heat flows _H
W
j;zu , _H

W
j;ab imply the

rotation of the kiln.
After some simplifications the following equation is used for the

calculation of the unwetted wall temperature at the first wall layer
of the rotary kiln

vTuWi
vt

¼ l

r$c$Dr

 
TuWi�1 � 2TuWi þ TuWiþ1

Dr
þ 1
2ri

�
TuWiþ1 � TuWi�1

�!

þ u

2p� j

�
TwW
i � TuWi

�
(12)

The last term in this equation considers the heat flow due to the
rotation of the kiln. For their description only the information about
the momentary wall temperatures, the rotational speed and the
filling angle are needed. The energy balances of the other wall
segments in each of the three wall layers is referred to the work of
Sch€oler [37].

3.3. Radiative heat transfer

Concentrating solar radiation is partially absorbed and reflected
at the surface segments within the rotary kiln. The high wall
temperatures during most of the kiln operating time imply a high
significance of radiative heat transfer. Therefore, a model for the
radiative heat exchange occurring among the exposed wall and bed
surfaces is essential for any kiln model.

Possible solution methods for the calculation of radiation phe-
nomena are flux methods like the moment method [38] and the
Hj,in

.

Q
i,in

.

Hj,out

.

Q
i,out

.

Δr
wall cell

Fig. 5. Energy balance for a wall cell.
zone method. Radiative heat transfer inside the rotary kiln is
calculated according to the latter method [39]. This method is very
accurate and widely used.

While using this method following assumptions have been
made:

� the laws of Lambert and Kirchhoff apply for the system
� the front and the back opening behave like black bodies
� the gas inside the kiln does not participate to the radiation
because the concentrations of H2O and CO2 are very low

� the wall of the kiln and salt flux are considered as diffuse-grey
surfaces

� the scattering of radiation at the gas molecules has been
neglected

Characteristic of the method is that the inner surface and the
enclosed volume of the kiln is divided into a number of zones, each
assumed to have a uniform distribution of temperature and uni-
form radiative properties. For each zone an energy balance equa-
tion is drawn. Form factors are used for the description of the
radiative interchange between the surfaces. The zone method re-
duces the radiative heat transfer problem to the solution of a set of
non-linear algebraic equations. A standard source explaining this
method in detail is [40].

For each zone an energy balance equation is considered. The
exiting heat flux is composed of an emissive and a reflective term.
After transformations a relation is derived for the net heat flux at
any surface of the rotary kiln. A detailed description of this proce-
dure can be found in Ref. [41].

3.4. Numerical tool

The special programming language SMILE was chosen for the
simulation of rotary kilns. SMILE is an object-oriented, equation-
based simulation language. SMILE was developed for the dynamical
simulation of complex energy conversion systems at the TU Berlin
and GMD first [42]. SMILE is an extension of Objective-C and its
syntax is very similar to this programming language. The object-
oriented modelling approach eases re-usage of the developed
code and avoids multiple implementations of almost identical
models. A further advantage of object-oriented modelling is the
detailed description of the reactor with increasing complexity.
SMILE contains also numerical solutionmethods, which are capable
to solve the algebro-differential-equation systems. The simulation
process can be divided in three stages [43]: Initialization phase,
simulation phase and finalization phase The SMILE compiler checks
the model consistent and compiles all relevant files to executables.
In the first phase of the initialization the whole equation systems is
formed and optimized. In this stage for example algebraic equa-
tions are marked in order to simplify the solving process. In the
simulation phase the numerical solver is initialized. Special solvers
exist for the solving of the differential-algebraic equations of the
model. This is important since at the beginning the first time
increment is calculated. The result then is controlled from the run-
time system. As soon as the first increment is checked the nu-
merical solver solves the equation systems for the next time
increment. In the finalization phase the form of the presentation of
the results is set.

3.5. Verification by experiments

The model was validated with experiments of the mini-plant
mentioned above and with data from a gas-heated rotary kiln.
Data frommelting experiments performed in the mini-plant rotary
kiln in the solar furnace in Colognewere compared with simulation



Fig. 7. Comparison of measured and calculated wall temperatures.
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results. In a representative experiment applied for the validation
the rotary kiln was heated using a heating ramp which had been
optimised in preliminary experiments (Fig. 6). Before the irradia-
tion started 0.5 kg salt and 1 kg aluminium were charged subse-
quently into the kiln. After 1.5 h the molten aluminium was
discharged while the salt slag remained inside. After that another
charge of equal composition as the first one was filled in and
melted.

Fig. 7 shows a comparison between the wall temperature
measured and simulated. During the experiment the wall temper-
ature of the crucible was measured at different locations at the
outer surface of the crucible. Two representative experimental
temperature curves (T4 and T7) are included in Fig. 7.

The agreement is satisfactory. Similar simulations of further
experiments in the solar furnace were carried out. They were used
for the verification of the model. The agreement between pre-
dictions and measurements confirms that significant information
about temperature profiles of the refractory and insulation can be
derived from model simulations.

A small deviation between the measured and calculated data
appears for high temperatures due to the assumptions and the
approximations applied for the characterisation of the data on
chemical media for the wall. On the contrary the thermal behav-
iour, for example sudden drops of the temperature due to switch-
off of solar input, is satisfactorily portrayed.

The analysis seems to confirm that the thermal capacities for
both crucible and the gas together with the corresponding trans-
port phenomena are well represented mathematically and that the
model can be considered reliable and useful for further simulation
studies.

4. Results

4.1. Simulation of the process in commercial scale

The simulation model enables to consider loading and dis-
charging processes and can be used for process design purposes
and scale-up considerations. As an example for its application with
regard to scale-up purposes the simulation results of three subse-
quent operating days in El-Paso, Texas, are shown for a large solar-
heated kiln in the next figures. With a length of 5 m and a capacity
of 8000 kg of aluminium scrap the kiln is medium sized compared
to conventional industrial applications of this kind.

In Fig. 8 the solar radiation flux entering the front opening of the
kiln is depicted compared to the total available flux. The air mass
flow which is necessary to avoid emission of exhaust-gas through
the front opening amounts to 700 kg/h.
Fig. 6. Solar power input and gas mass flow in a typical experiment.
The warm-up has to be done with a moderate heating rate to
avoid sudden expansion effects which may compromise the
robustness and the reliability of refractory and insulation mate-
rials. After the start-up at the first day by heating the empty
furnace the melting of five charges of raw material is possible
during the second and third day. Before the charging of
aluminium, salt is filled in the kiln and melted. From the second
day on it is possible to melt four complete charges of aluminium of
8000 kg each day and a reduced charge of 6000 kg. During the
charging of aluminium the solar radiation cannot be used and the
heliostats have to be defocused. The whole cycle of defocusing,
tipping and filling with new aluminium mass was estimated to last
approximately 50 min.

In the first night storage heat remains in the refractory of the
kiln, so that the first charging of aluminium at the second day takes
place at a higher temperature level compared to the first day. In the
night of the second day the wall is cooled down only to tempera-
tures of about 600 �C due to the effective storage of heat and due to
good isolation by closing the kiln door.

Fig. 9 shows the temperature curve of the flux and aluminium
for the three days simulation. Due to numerical reasons, the model
requires that small amounts of aluminium and salt always remain
inside the kiln. The temperature of those small amounts of 1 kg
each is determined by the wall temperature. The melting temper-
ature of aluminium is 660 �C indicated by the hold point in the
temperature curve of aluminium when having reached that
temperature.
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power for a three day simulation of a rotary kiln in commercial scale at El Paso, Texas.



Fig. 9. Salt and aluminium temperature for the three day simulation of the large kiln.
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Fig. 10. Sankey diagram for a two hours smelting cycle at the second operation day of
the large kiln.
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Considering the second day and the fourth smelting cycle lasting
2 h we get the Sankey diagram of Fig. 10. During this cycle more
than three fourth of the solar power entering the kiln are trans-
ferred to the aluminium and are used for heating and melting. The
heat losses amount 10% of the power entering the reactor.

Considering the time interval, in which the reactor is in opera-
tion, the efficiency hv can be determined by integrating the relevant
heat flows. The efficiency can be calculated for a solar-heated rotary
kiln through the following equation according to [2].
Table 1
Geometrical characteristics of reference kiln.

Length of
kiln interior

Diameter of
kiln interior

Diameter of front
side opening

Diameter of rear
side opening

4.8 m 3.2 m 1.36 m 0.5 m
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The losses at the openings are the sum of the terms _Q
fO
rd and _Q

bO
rd .

The wall losses _Q
W
out consist of the contributions of wetted and

unwetted cylindricalwall segments aswell as of both covers. Thenet
heat flow _Q

W
tot to thewalls can be also be separated in the sameway.

By consideration of the total duration of three simulation days
with the first preheating day the efficiency amounts to 0.52.
Excluding the day for start-up the efficiency for a day with five
smelting cycles amounts to 0.72 like i.e. for the third day of the
simulation.

4.2. Parameter study

Operation and construction parameters affect the efficiency of
rotary kiln reactors. Their influence is important under the aspect of
energy efficiency, construction, and operation of the plant as well as
under product quality control. For the investigation of the effect of
these parameters a typical rotary kiln reactor was first chosen as a
reference case and then the parameters were varied [34]. The
variation of more than one parameter at the same time is avoided,
because this complicates the interpretation of the individual ef-
fects. The effect of changing more than one parameter, however,
can be found by summing up the effects of different parameters if
the furnace condition does not differ too strong from the reference
case. The main geometrical characteristics of the cylindrical shaped
reference kiln are as follows (Table 1):
The reactor is preheated to 800 �C which is characteristic for the
operation of such a plant. The mass of the feed material and the gas
flow for the reference case are as indicated in Table 2.
The efficiency and the duration of one re-melting cycle are two
of the most important terms for the economical efficiency of a
plant. Therefore these terms were chosen for the parameter study.
One re-melting cycle includes the charging of aluminium and salt
flux, the melting, and the discharging. The emptying of the rotary
kiln takes place when the temperature of the aluminium has
reached 750 �C. This value is a typical temperature for that process
in conventional kilns.

Effects of multiple aspects of furnace design and numerous
operating parameters and model parameters have been investi-
gated regarding their influence on efficiency and cycle duration. In
this paper only the results of the effect of two selected geometrical
parameters will be shown as representative examples. These two
parameters are the furnace size and the aspect ratio (L/di). In order
to investigate this influence the kiln length is varied between 3.6
and 6 m, the inner diameter at the same time between 2.4 and 4 m
in such way that the ratio L/di remains constant at 1.5. The amount
of charging material is the same in all these cases.



Table 2
Process parameters applied in the reference case.

Mass of charged aluminium Mass of salt Mass flow of air

8000 kg 4000 kg 700 kg/h
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The effect of the aspect ratio is investigated by variation of the
kiln diameter while length remains constant. Therefore the reactor
length is fixed to 4.8 m and the diameter is varied between 2.4 and
4 m.

The results of the calculations show following tendencies:
With increasing size of the kiln and with decreasing aspect ratio

the efficiency decreases and the necessary treatment time in-
creases, see Fig. 11. The main reason for that is the decreasing ef-
ficiency of heat transfer to the aluminium with increasing size/
volume of the kiln. This effect influences the efficiency and the cycle
length by far stronger than the increase of losses due to an
increased surface. Regarding the losses the variation of diameter
has a stronger impact than the variation of length due to the d2-
dependency of the kiln surface.

These results fulfil the expectations, because an increase of the
size with the aspect ratio remaining constant implies:

� The radiation terms from the walls increase, so that more heat
through radiation rather than through convection reaches the
salt. Due the small heat conductivity of the salt the heat transfer
to the aluminium gets less effective.

� Heat losses to the environment through the openings and the
walls by radiation and natural convection increase, because the
outer surface of the kiln and the opening diameter become
larger.

� The ratio of mass of aluminium to kiln surface get smaller and
therefore less favourable.

� The increase of size causes a stronger increase in losses and
more distinctly prolongs the treatment time compared to the
variation of aspect ratio, which means here only the variation of
kiln diameter. This is due to the simultaneous enlargement of
diameter and length causing a stronger increase of the overall
kiln size.

These facts e higher losses and less effective heat transfer to the
aluminiume provoke a decrease of the efficiency and an increase of
the cycle duration with increasing diameter and increasing length.
The cross tagged curve in Fig. 11 shows that the highest aspect ratio
corresponds to the highest efficiency of about 0.9. This is also due to
Fig. 11. Effect of the reactor size and the aspect ratio on the melting cycle duration and
the efficiency.
better heat transport to the aluminium compared to the other two
investigated cases with lower aspect ratios. This confirms the result
of a similar study of Song [44] for a gas-fired plant.

5. Conclusions

A mathematical model for the calculation of transient process
behaviour of aluminium recycling in solar heated rotary kilns has
been developed. The model enables the consideration of insta-
tionary process conditions regarding the batchwise operation and
regarding intermittent supply of solar energy due to the dayenight
cycle and due to alternating cloudiness.

The model was adapted and validated by recycling experiments
using a rotary kiln in mini-plant scale heated by a solar furnace. It
was applied for scale-up purposes and for predictions about the
process behaviour of commercial scale aluminium recycling plants.
The development of a concept for an industrial recycling plant was
supported by using this tool. The calculated data were compared
with experimental data provided by recycling experiments carried
out in a solar heated mini-plant. The calculated marches of tem-
perature are always in good accordance with the experimental
findings. Only small deviations between the measured and calcu-
lated data appear at high temperatures due to model assumptions
and the used approximations.

The model was applied to predict a possible operation concept
for a stand-alone plant operated in solar-only-mode at El Paso,
Texas. The considered rotary kiln has a capacity of about 8 t of scrap.
In the considered period the calculations predict the feasibility of
re-melting four complete charges and one reduced charge during
one day after one start-up day. Neglecting the day for the start-up
the predicted efficiency of the solar heated amounts to 0.72 at a day
with good insolation.

In a representative parameter study the influence of kiln size
and its aspect ratio on the efficiency and cycle duration was
investigated. Increasing kiln size and aspect ratio cause decreasing
efficiency of heat transfer and higher losses. This diminishes the
efficiency and increases the time for the treatment of one batch.

The next step will be the implementation of mass transfer be-
tween solid/molten and gas phase which will allow for predictions
about important process parameters like oxidation losses and off-
gas composition. The model is being modified to enable also the
calculation of conventionally gas fired and hybrid heated rotary
kilns being essential if a 24 h-operation of the plant is needed or
desired.
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